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The greeters were Malcolm Harrison and Marie Rickard. Steve Strang and Bill Lawless manned the front
desk. Clare Bildfell was selling 50/50 tickets, and David Impey was there to take photographs of members for
a new club roster
President Terry Felton called us to order at 12:15 and Gerry Meek led us in O Canada and provided the
invocation.
Seated at the head table were President Terry, Tom Palaia (our guest speaker), Marilyn Dyck, Bill Lawless,
Tim Anderson and Chris Davis.
Guests and visitors were introduced and welcomed: Marilyn Dyck (guest of Bill Lawless), Dan Vokey (guest of
Dan and Marlene Doherty), Lawrence King (guest of Helen King), Josh Montgomery (guest of Duncan
Stanners), Edward Watman and Paul Graham (guests of Claude Massé), Kathi Hamilton (guest of David
Hamilton), Bobbi Turko and Sutton Garner (of I Can for Kids), and Tom Palaia (guest speaker).
President Terry commented on the skiing prowess of Lori Mattei during a recent outing with him. He also
indicated our club was really close to our goal of giving to the Rotary Foundation(s).

Sa'adat Keshavjee introduced Bobbi and Sutton from I
Can For Kids, whose cause we have supported with
$5,000, raised through our club’s fund raising
initiatives.
Sutton spoke eloquently of the importance of this
programme to ensuring kids have proper nutrition
through the summer. The 3000 meals and 2000
snacks, more than just “food”, help provide these kids
with hope and security. The support of Rotary is a key
contributor to that and is greatly appreciated.
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Hot Seats
 Ben Kormos reminded us that the nomination committee is now actively recruiting nominees
for committee chairs and club directors. If you wish to be nominated, or have questions about
these roles, please contact Ben or another committee member.
 Claude provided an overview of the work being done by Rotary in Guatemala: home and
playground construction, clean water supply and cooking stoves.
 Helen reported that 380 Christmas wreaths have been sold. With the addition of one volunteer
from the floor, she now has enough drivers for their delivery next week.
 Malcolm expressed his thanks to those who have volunteered to man the Christmas kettles this
year.
 Tony Knight spoke passionately about the importance of organ donations. Alberta lags most of
Canada in registered donors. Please make your decision to donate today and register your intent
on your driving license.
 Bill Lawless provided information about The Doorway, an organization working to assist kids
getting off the streets and successfully integrating back into society through the provision of life
management and goal-setting skills. 80 kids have been successfully assisted through this
initiative. He presented a cheque for $6,500 to Marilyn Dyck, who thanked us and expressed
how appreciative she is and how she respects all that Rotary does in the community. (This
money will be largely used to provide computers and IT skills to their kids to aid in their
reengagement with society.)



Les Morgan summarized a letter of thanks from WAM (Weekends and More). We had earlier
provided $5,000 support to them. Their efforts in ensuring kids receive adequate nutrition
through the school year has demonstrated significant improvements in their energy,
concentration and general school performance. From a pilot programme a little over a year ago,
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their organization is now active in about a dozen Calgary schools and is well received by the
teachers. Rotary is making a huge impact on the success of these students.
Sergeant-at-Arms
David Watson was welcomed, in our usual enthusiastic manner, to the podium.
While he believes Andrew Bitcon should be fined for a previous error in recording Mr Watson’s Rotary
moment, Andrew, fortuitously, was not present. After asking Joe Klassen to demonstrate the correct
posture during the national anthem, David imposed a $1 fine on those who know they do not comply.
Fines also included $1 for anyone who has not contributed to the Rotary Foundation, $2 for anyone who
has not participated in a fundraising activity in the past 12 months and $1 for anyone who did not know
the meaning of the word “trumpery”.
The 50/50 pot of $42 was won by Bryden Horwood.
Guest Speaker
Tim Anderson introduced our guest speaker, Tom Palaia, US Consul General for AB and SK. Tom has
been based in Calgary since 2015, following several international postings, most recently in Cuba. He is
married with two kids who love the skiing here. Interestingly, he has also had experience in Guatemala
and has seen the contributions Rotary makes there.
Tom began by thanking us for the invitation to speak, and expressing his appreciation and respect for all
that Rotary does, both in the local community and globally.
He and his staff, like all US consulates, are very busy now preparing for the transition to the next US
administration. By far the largest integration and cooperation of US businesses is, of course, with
Canada. The US and Canada represent the largest bilateral exchange of people and goods. For example,
7,000 people in Alberta pass through US Customs every day. The efficiency and effectiveness of
businesses and processes for exchange between our countries is critical to both our economies. Even a
1% or 2% reduction or slowdown would have tremendously negative impacts.
Tim Anderson asked what is changing at the border such that there seems to be a “tightening” around,
for example, having a history as an adolescent with a toke or two and being refused admission. Tom
replied that, almost always, there is far more to a refusal than an ancient toke (and he sees the actual
reports with respect to such refusals at an Alberta border). The changing marijuana legislation in several
US states, and anticipated in Canada, can complicate border crossings and there is/will be lots of stuff to
sort out as a result of these changes. There is, however, tremendous pressure growing to ensure that
borders are safe and secure. This is particularly true with the incoming US administration. Tom stressed
that there is excellent communication and cooperation between US and Canadian border officials.
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Ben asked how the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms plays in preclearance for US border
crossing. Tom answered, again, that the level of cooperation and, in some cases, integration of US and
Canadian officials result in both jurisdictions working together and continually trying to improve
efficiencies and effectiveness, respecting the rights of each other’s constituents. The Nexus application
is, for example, a joint country process.
Chris Davis, remembering the TV programme Due South, in which a Mountie is embedded in a US law
enforcement office, says he looks forward to the time when such embedding is mutually established,
then segued into wondering what President-elect Trump’s perspective might be on the old US - Canada
auto pact. Tom replied that we must realize the huge extent to which so many business processes
weave between the US and Canada. Businesses change and the economy changes and every US
president since Ronald Reagan has tweaked and updated NAFTA. Don’t panic. There will always be
updates required. (A resident in SE Asia should be far more worried about the TPP than we should be
about NAFTA.)
David Watson asked Tom for his perspective on the softwood lumber dispute. Tom replied that it’s
typically been seen as a much bigger deal in Canada than it has in the US. The issue is also complicated
by differences in needs and expectations among Canadian provinces. It will be, he anticipates, an active
topic over the next six months.

Chris Davis thanked Tom for providing such an informative perspective on what are currently such
timely issues for all. Tom replied that he has never before lived in a city where he has experienced such
community spirit and support as Calgary.
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We were reminded to contact Robyn Braley should we wish to demonstrate our musical abilities, either
vocal or instrumental, at our Christmas sing-along. Also please note that the children’s choir scheduled
to perform has been replaced by a guest speaker.
The meeting adjourned at 13:35.
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December: Disease Prevention and Treatment Month
USA Consul General for Alberta and Saskatchewan: Tom Palaia
Paige MacPherson – Canadian Taxpayers Federation
Dr Michael Duggan, St Mary's University
Team Meeting. Christmas Singalong
No Meeting
January: Vocational Service Month
No Meeting
50th Anniversary Programme - TBA
John Brown, University of Calgary
The Bethany Project field trip. Evelyn Buckley, Speaker
TBA
February: World Understanding Month
Economic and Community Development – Ken Montgomery
Strawberry Shortcakes: preparation and delivery
No Meeting. Family Day
Tom Hickerson U of C, Curator Davidson Papers
March: Literacy Month
Team Meeting
Michael Chiasson: Youth Motivational Speaker
Lieutenant Governor Lois Mitchell
TBA
April: Maternal and Child Health Month
Vimy Ridge Centennial
Evening meeting: Spring Assembly
Easter Monday. No Meeting
Field Trip to Rotary Challenger Park
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